
 

 

Household Automatic Food Waste Disposer 

The garbage processor is also called the household food waste disposer and is one of the 

necessary appliances for the home kitchen. This size-sized soymilk-sized appliance is 

installed under the kitchen sink and is connected to the sink outlet. The garbage disposer 

can handle most food waste, such as small bones, chicken bones, fish heads, fish bones, 

egg shells, corn cob cores, peel cores, leafy stems, coffee grounds, nut shells, tea stems, 

leftovers Wait. You can pour these food waste directly into the garbage disposer, and the 

food residue will be ground and crushed in an instant, and will flow into the drain pipe with 

water. Moreover, the garbage disposer is very economical and energy-saving. The 

average household use consumes an average of one month. Under normal 

circumstances, the garbage processor has a service life of 8-15 years and is durable. 

 

 

parameter 

Model SS-8375CS 

Application Home Use 

Input Power 375W 

Horsepower 1/2 HP 

Voltage 110V/220V 

Current 2.25A 

Frequency 50/60Hz 

Rated Rotary Speed 2800/3200RPM 

Motor Permanent Magnetic DC motor 

Grinding Capacity 1000ML 

Grinding System material Stainless steel 

Safety protection Overcurrent & overload protection 

optional sink connector 140mm,160mm,180mm 

Sound-proof system Double hollow structure 

ON/OFF Air Swith 

Number of users 5-7 People 

Warranty 2 years 

standard life 8-10 years 

Weight 4.3KG 

Size 385mm(H) x 205mm(W) 

 

 

 

After using the garbage disposal machine, you can effectively solve many annoying 

problems for you: 



1. The food residue can be drained through the processor immediately. The basin's water 

outlet is no longer blocked, so you don't have to go back and forth between the kitchen 

and the trash can. 

2, after the meal is also easy and quick to clean, you only need to dump the leftovers into 

the processor, you can drain the food waste. 

3, food waste is no longer staying in the kitchen, helping to eliminate the smell of the 

room. 

4. Quickly dispose of food waste and protect your home from pests such as mosquitoes 

and flies. 

 

 

In addition, the garbage processor is extremely easy to operate, you can complete the 

entire process in a few simple steps: 

1. Turn on the faucet. 

2. Press the power switch to start the processor. 

3. Put food waste into the processor. 

4. Put the food waste into the processor and let the processor and tap water continue to 

work for a few seconds. 

5. Turn off the processor switch and faucet. 







 

 

 

 

 

NINGBO SUNJOY SAFETY TECHNOLOGY CO.,LTD 

Address:No.535 Kangqiao South Road, Ningbo, China 

Zip code:315000 

Tel:0574-87656294 

Fax:0574-87526792  

E-mail:sales10@nbshine.com 

Website:www.food-waste-disposer.com 

 


